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Coda music stomp apps

Swipe to the Coda STOMP setup screen to set up the Coda Music Technologies STOMP foot pedal. Select Actions Here you can tap the foot pedals on the screen to set the action in the Actions menu. Select Pedal mode Coda STOMP can work in a variety of modes. Use this method to select the pedal based on the
current mode to configure, including up/down, left/right, and space/enter mode. Buy If you're interested in buying a Coda STOMP, press the Buy button to view the Coda Music Technologies store. Manual Learn how to set up and use Coda STOMP by reading the User's Guide of Coda Music Technologies. v. 2018.000
As the developers of Power Music, we keep a keen eye on which side turners are available. Since the turner market has been fairy static for the last couple of years with the main offerings coming from AirTurn, PageFlip and various budget Chinese pedals. So recently I was made aware of STOMP from CODA MUSIC.
This got my interests because it looked like a quality product, so I got my hands on one and here are my thoughts on STOMP. STOMP came from the US with a 9V power supply (US plug) an Apple iOS Lightning Cable (more on this later) and a neat cord cloth bag for the pedal. My first impression when I took the pedal
out of the box this look was a solid device. The cast metal box looks like you could drive over it with a truck, and the 5 button switches seemed of high quality. The first job is to unscrew the 4 Phillips head screws from the bottom of the pedal, remove it and connect a 9V MN1604 battery, otherwise known as a PP3. While
the base was off I had a quick look at the circuit board which was well designed and neatly soldered. I tried the pedal first with my Windows 10 PC running Power Music Professional. The pairing was very fast, and in a short time I had the pedal controlling side turning and singing selection on the PC. I'm always a little
skeptical about the battery% that most Bluetooth devices show, but you don't have to rely on this, the main light on the pedal will turn red when the battery is less than 25% capacity, so that's how to tell when to replace the battery or connect the 9V AC adapter. I let the pedal go to sleep - about 25 minutes without the
button press - to see how fast it gets back on. This is an aspect of Bluetooth pedals that causes anxiety among musicians. STOMP is a star when it comes to turning back on. A single press of one of the main buttons brings the LEDs back on, immediately wakes the pedal and sends the side-swing command. LEDs and
buttons So what do the LEDs and buttons on the STOMP do? Power on/off lit push button Repeat lit button Mode select button with 4 small LEDs to display options Large LED to indicate Bluetooth connection status 2 powerful foot switches You may also notice the small stubby Bluetooth antenna at the top of the image.
This seems pretty solid, so I wouldn't have any worries if it sticks out of the main Pedal. This gives a claimed range of 50ft which should be more than enough. So what about the side-down buttons? These are quite standard guitar power pedal type foot switches. They are very robust with good tactile feedback, but they
are not quiet. This may not be a problem for most musicians, but in a studio setup it can cause a problem. We also paired STOMP with an iPad, iPhone and Mac. In each case, pairing was easy and fast, and the pedal worked perfectly with Power Music on each device. The only problem with moving the pedal between
devices is that you have to go to the Bluetooth setting and forget the pedal to allow it to be paired with another device. Unlike the PageFlip and AirTurn pedals, there does not appear to be a Reset Bluetooth function on the pedal to allow it to enter pairing mode. We had one problem when moving the pedal from a Mac
back to a Windows PC - the pedal crashed and was completely unresponsive. We had to remove the battery to reset it. We contacted CODA and they assured us that this is an issue they were aware of and will be resolved in future versions. Moving between Windows and iOS devices caused no problems. On iOS
devices, the pedal acts like a keyboard, so the on-screen keyboard isn't available while the pedal is in use. Pressing both foot switches at the same time temporarily disconnects the pedal so that the on-screen keyboard can appear and be used. Pressing both switches again will reconnect the pedal. USB charging port I
mentioned at the beginning of my review that the pedal was delivered with a USB to Lightning cable. Why? One of the unique features of THE STOMP is that if you use the pedal with the 9V mains, you can connect an iPad or other tablet and charge it through the USB A connector on the back of the pedal! A smart idea
that cuts down on the number of AC adapters you have to carry around. So what are my conclusions about STOMP? It is definitely a quality engineered product with fast pairing and most importantly fast return from sleep mode. The USB charging port is an added benefit. It's not the cheapest option, but with a US price
of $129.95 on the CODA website. Currently, it is also for sale at amazon.com for $139.95 with an additional $36.84 shipping and customs if shipped to the UK or EU. CODA is looking at setting up UK and EU retailers. To learn more, visit the CODA MUSIC website. We welcome any comments on our blog posts - please
post a comment at the end of this article. Also if you want to make a guest blog post let us know. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Table of contents 9 STOMP Bluetooth® 4.0 is by far the most robust and reliable Bluetooth side turner pedal on the market. It is also 100% Made in America and qualifies for free shipping anywhere in the
United States. Whether you're using charts, text sheets, digital set lists, backing tracks or metronomes, STOMP lets simplify performance. With just a tap on the foot: Turn or scroll through the sides or notes. Start and stop your metronome. Triggers backing tracks. Change slides in powerpoint or presentation software.
And another pile. Hands-Free Page Turning for Sheet Music &amp; Chord Charts As a gigging musician, your hands should focus on playing music, not turning sides. While smartphones and tablets have made it easier to carry diagrams and texts, you still need to take your hands off the instrument to switch sides. Well,
you used to. Introducing STOMP. STOMP is a Bluetooth pedal for iPad, iPhone, Android, Mac, or Windows Bluetooth 4.0 devices, which allows you to control any app that's hands-free with just a tap on your foot. If you're using an app or software that accepts keyboard commands, STOMP lets you keep your hands on
the instrument, giving you a flawless performance. Stomp vs. Andre Side Turner Pedals STOMP is the most robust, durable and reliable tablet and iPad foot pedal on the market, making it the obvious choice for both professionals and hobbyists. Unlike all the other side turners from AirTurn, PageFlip and Donner, STOMP
is 100% made in America and placed in a solid metal enclosure. It is robust enough to be overrun by a truck, so it will handle any concert, night after night. Just throw it in your bag or attach it to the pedal board and get off to the next concert. STOMP is powered by a standard long-lasting 9v battery or 9VDC power. It has
4 different modes that work seamlessly with the best music apps on the market. Repeat mode to quickly scroll through the list of sets or a long song. You can enable your device's virtual keyboard to take notes by tapping both foot switches at the same time. And perhaps best of all - when connected to the 9VDC power
STOMP will charge your smartphone or tablet, so you never have to worry about running out of juice while performing again. Whether you're a solo artist playing in piano bars, coffee shops, weddings or performing at home, or you're in a band, orchestra, cover band, church worship team or are a studio session player,
STOMP will improve performance and creativity by letting you keep your hands on your instrument. STOMP, the professional gigging musicians choice for side turns and seamless app control. Don't turn it around, STOMP it! Features: Solid metal chassis built for the road Left/right foot switches turn sides left or right, or
scroll up and down seamlessly 50+ foot range and can be configured in selected apps to control multiple devices simultaneously and merge the entire band's side together! 150 hours on a single charge using a 9v battery or power using 9v DC power supply 100% Made In America Technical specifications: 9VDC
1500mA (100mA when not using USB tablet charging function) Power supply not included Bluetooth® 4.0 4.7 x 3.7 x 1.4 inches 19 grams Will STOMP work with my device? Chances are, yes!. STOMP syncs with any BT-equipped tablet, computer or smartphone, by bluetooth 4 or later. Basically if the device was
purchased after 2012 you should be completely If you're not sure, try connecting a BT keyboard to your device... if it works, then your new bluetooth foot pedal will. Here's a list of the most common compatible tablets for STOMP: iPad 3 and laterGalaxy 4 and laterView 3 and later ** Android 4 operating system does not
currently support the BT HID commands needed for STOMP compatibility. What apps does STOMP work with? STOMP works with hundreds of different apps across iOS, Android, MAC and PC. We have a recommended list of apps including Forscore, Bandhelper, Music Stand and more. If your app is not mentioned, try
connecting a BT keyboard to your tablet or computer and using left/right arrows, up/down arrows, page up/down, space/ type... if any of these work then your pedal will. Does STOMP include batteries or a power adapter? No. STOMP does not come with a battery, but a 9-volt alkaline battery will work well. You can also
use a regulated power adapter. We didn't include this because many musicians already own these, and we'd rather keep costs down if this is the case. Which power adapter should I use with STOMP? STOMP will work with any 9VDC 1500mA regulated power adapter, and we make a great one. How do I know how
much battery life is left? When charging is above 25% STOMP will maintain a solid blue LED, when it reaches 25% or less it will change to red. As simple as that! What is the warranty? Coda Music Technologies offers a 1-year hassle-free warranty on all products purchased from an authorized reseller. Warranty
returns/repairs are very rare, but when they happen, we do things very easily: Fill out a warranty contact form with your order from your purchase and a brief description of what's wrong with your STOMP bluetooth page turner. Turner.
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